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Abstract

This is an eye-opening study on the overall efficiency of a jet generating motors on the basics of ambient conditions of compressor which produces high environmental condition for effective combusting. In general the efficiency of a gas turbine version of jet production is taken for studying and finding the changes of efficiency that happens on the basics of changing ambient condition on compressor. Let taking the primary and secondary compressor of modern version of gas turbine engine, for studying the variation of overall efficiency on the basics of ambient and providing physical conditions and establishing a general picture of combinations of compressor and its effects on the overall efficiency. Over here, we have two set of compressors were available for producing compression, such as low pressure and high pressure (this is based on the pressure has been used as the initial and provided by compressor, to the air molecule which present on the compressor). This can be defining the nature of the compressor. That is, if the compressor work with low pressure air as inlet and provide comparatively lower compression to the molecule, we can be defining it as the low pressure compressor. Similarly, if the compressor works comparatively high environment, it can be calling as high pressure compressor. In this study, Brayton cycle is used as the fundamental cycle for jet production.
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Introduction

Generally, a modern version of gas turbine engine has two compressors such as low pressure and high pressure. This is on
the basics of the pressure which require and provide to the air molecule. Actually the position of the compressor is indicating the
type. Example, when we place a set of rotating blade at the entry position of air, this has capable to bypass air at low pressure and
provide comparatively low pressure to the incoming air molecule. But, when we placed a rotter blade at before the combusting
chamber, this receive comparatively high pressurized air molecule as inlet and compressors them to high pressure. More precisely
saying, the casing of the compressor causes compression action to the molecule of air and where the role of the moving blade is to
provide sustainable motion to the air molecule for completing its compression. Let analyzing the impact of increasing the number
of compressors and how its affect the overall efficiency of the jet producing motor (Figure 1) [1-4].
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Figure 1: Combinations of compressor.







Method of Study

Considering Brayton Cycle as the fundamental of gas turbine version of jet production and which gives the work and require
heat energy and power of the cycle (Figure 2). In the case of the compressor, it performs adiabatic compression operation and
this niter neither adds nor subtracts heat energy on the process. So, we need to maintain the energy of the system as constant,
for that we race the Values of pressure, temperature and Velocity of the inlet air (Figures 3 and 4) [5-9].
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Figure 2: Brayton cycle.
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Figure 3: Adiabatic compression operation in a compressor.
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Figure 4: Gas turbine engine: how does it works.







Where we race the value of (T1, S1 ) as (T1′, S1′ ) and similarly the (T 4, S 2) (transform to (T 4′, S2 ) and we maintain the values of
T 2 and T 3 (operational values on Combusting chamber).

Where we have three cycles, on first cycle we have T1, T2, T3 and T4, in second cycle the T1 and T4 where transforms to T1′ and T4 ′ ,
last cycle is a combination of above two cycles. So the work can obtain as
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The combination of eqns. (1)-(3) can be define as.

[image: ] (4)

And their corresponding efficiencies can define as
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Usually, the efficiency is the ratio of output and input, where work is consider as output and heat energy is considers as input. So
taking the ratio of the work with heat energy, we can obtain it as:
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Or
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This can be deduce as
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Or
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The above equation is the general equation of the combination of cycles. This equation can be written as the combination of
second and Thread efficiencies by multiplying and dividing [image: ]on the final term.
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Similarly the net efficiency can be written as the combination of first and second efficiency, by multiplying and dividing (T4 –
T1) on the second term:
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For every [image: ]the above two equations can equate in the form 
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Or
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Or
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All other cases, the efficiency wither [image: ]

Result and Discussion

For every constant output temperature, the overall efficiency cannot be change with applying multiple compressors. But, the
output temperature should be fixed. This will give the luxury to every engine manufactures to build multiple compression unite for
effective compression. For every scram jet version of jet production, the second configuration can be applicable. The high pressure
compression on this segment can replace with power compressor unite. That is a pulsed compression and its chances did
not violate the concept of traditional jet production. If we compresses the air molecule in to (P2, V2 and T2) (at adiabatic chronology,
we can make effective jets for different operations, such as propel the air craft, lift off the rockets. Launch a missile etc. [10-13].
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